
3.3 Object-Oriented Piggy Bank

In this assignment, you will be creating class PiggyBank that will simulate the 
function of a real piggy bank.  The requirements document for the PiggyBank class is 
as follows:

State:  The piggy bank's state will keep track of the following data:

• How many of each coin type the piggy bank contains (toonies, loonies, 
     quarters, dimes, nickels, and pennies).

The PiggyBank class must have the following interface:

Constructors

• public PiggyBank()  A default constructor that takes no arguments and creates an empty 
PiggyBank object.

• public PiggyBank(int toonies, int loonies, int quarters, int dimes, 
int nickels, int pennies)  
An overloaded constructor that that creates a PiggyBank object with the amount of coins as 
given in the arguments.

Accessor Methods

• public int getToonies()  
This method returns the number of toonies stored in the PiggyBank object.  Make similar 
accessor methods for each type of coin:  public int getLoonies(), public int 
getQuarters(), public int getDimes(), public int getNickels(), and public 
int getPennies().

• public int getTotalValue()  
This method calculates and returns the cash value in cents of all of the coins stored in the 
PiggyBank object. 

Modifier / Mutator Methods

• public void addToonies (int toonies)  
This method takes a number of toonies as an argument, and adds this to the number of 
toonies in the PiggyBank object.  If the value of the toonies argument is negative, it should 
return an error.  Make a similar method for each coin named addLoonies(int loonies), 
addQuarters(int quarters), addDimes(int dimes), addNickels(int nickels), 
and addPennies(int pennies)

• public void addChange (int cents)  



This method takes the amount of cents as an argument and calculates the fewest number of 
each type of coin required to make up that sum.  It then updates the object's state by adding 
that number of toonies, loonies, quarters, dimes, nickels, and pennies.  

• public int emptyPiggyBank ()  
This method removes all the coins from the piggy bank, and returns the value of all of the coins 
in cents.  

Class Methods

• public static void main (String [] args)
The class should have a main method that demonstrates how to use PiggyBank objects. 
Demonstrate how to use the class by creating 2 PiggyBank objects, adding coins, calculating 
and printing to the terminal window the value of the coins contained inside each.  Also, 
demonstrate how to dump all the coins from one PiggyBank object into another PiggyBank 
object.

Hints on Improving Your Coding Style:
  

• Whenever possible, use your own interface when writing new methods.  For example, use your 
own mutator methods like addQuarters when you add quarters in the addChange method.
  

• Also, try to apply the principles of functional decomposition in this assignment.  You can create 
private helper functions to break up the work done by a single method.  The addChange 
method is an example of a method that could use some functional decomposition.


